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i¡stages of the evolution of the Universe, like during inflatiorf , or at late times forming
Fiboson star#. These boson stars has been proposed to be good candidates for the
i!óénter of galaxief . On the other hand, it was shown that a real scalar field could
;;be a reliable model for the dark matter in the Universd. In this proceeding, w€
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The cosmological model
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6 : o(t)dd whil^e the scalar perturbations é -- O + d are determined by the evolution
of gn - Re(e-teó). The cosmological solution is inflationary with a equation of state
< uó >: -L/3 and the scalar density contrast is d6 - Q/3)6cnu. This scenario differs
from that of a real scalar field.
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field. Also, because of the t/(1) global symmetry in (2), there is a conserved current
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The imaginary paú g¡ aiways decays. Then, the cosmological evolution only de.l,
pends on the evolution of the real functions o and gp. We can manage the firsti
of Eqs. (14) in a similar way as in the real scalar field casd. Then, we find thai
do: (6pa/6po):(213)6cou, with 6cou being the density contrast for standard
cold dark matter.
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Conclusions

The t/(1) global symmetry of the potential (1) makes the complex scalar field be-j
of the form 6 - o(ú)eio, with o(t) a real function. In consequence, the scal#'i
perturbations depends on the evolution of the quantity gn: Re(e-itó), ó being
the complex scalar field perturbation. Even if the evolution equations are only for''
real fuuctions, these equations differs from those of the real scalar field case, that isr:i
we do not recover the real scalar field cosmology by setting e -- 0. In the real scalar''
field case, the important features appear once the scalar field oscillaies around the'i
minimum of the potential, and we can treat the complex case in a similar manner.
However, for the latter, we find an inflationary solution (< ,o >: -l/3) and rl
that the scalar density contrast is not the cold dark matter one, ó4, - Q/3)6sDM,'j
as it happens in the real scalar field case. This seems to rule out a model of
cosmological complex scalar field dark matter with potential (1). Further analysis'
',

:

will be published elsewhere
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